
 

Transforming the supply of surgical instruments 
using rapid manufacture 
 
THE PROBLEM 
 
In the UK, the number of knee replacements has increased by over a third in the last decade                 1

. This societal issue will intensify as people live and remain active for longer. The average                
cost of each operation is £3000 – half of which is attributable to surgical tools. 
 
Traditional supply models involve the instrument supplier shipping entire implant families, of                       
all possible sizes - each with its own associated surgical instrument set - to hospitals on                               
loan. The result is an abundance of unused equipment, stored on hospital shelves. These                           
rental costs are compounded, as they require dedicated teams to manage and re-sterilise the                           
instruments between operations. 
 
The hospital takes the risk, and the inevitable hit, as tools get misplaced or broken, while the                                 
supplier takes home a sizeable margin. 80% of the market is owned by 4 major implant                               
companies, so there is little competition to drive change. 
 
If business is part of the problem, business can be part of the solution. Advances in                 
techniques like 3D printing, and digital supply platforms, provide opportunities that are                       
profitable to business, cost-saving to the hospital, and beneficial to the patient.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 NJR Report - Knees 2018 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1: This operation, for a single patient, required 17 boxes of instruments 
 
 
   

 

http://www.njrreports.org.uk/knees-all-procedures-activity/K03v1NJR?reportid=FFCEA144-54BC-486D-81A6-C6A58DDCA079&defaults=DC__Reporting_Period__Date_Range=%22MAX%22,H__JYS__Filter__Calendar_Year__From__To=%22MIN-MAX%22,R__Filter__Country=%22All%22,H__Filter__Joint=%22Knee%22
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THE SOLUTION: INNOVATION WITH TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Our business proposed a fundamental change in the supply chain of surgical devices. We              
took advantage of advances in 3D printing, the latest web technologies, and digital supply              
platforms to integrate the surgeon, the supplier and the patient into a single system,              
generating efficiencies at every level. For knee surgery alone, this means annual savings of              
up to £140,000 for a hospital, £33m for the entire NHS, and £1.5m for a UK implant company.  
 
 
DESIGN FOR EFFICIENCY 
 
Adoption of our instrument sets increases the efficiency of the surgical team by reducing the               
operative steps and the number of tools by about 30% and 50% respectively (fig. 2). This                
contributes to reduced op times – by up to 12 minutes per op (20%) . Assuming a standard                 2

rate of 5 operations per day, experienced hospital teams that fully adopt the PSI system can                
therefore perform an extra operation every day: 
 
 

 
Figure 2: A full set (left) vs a minimal PSI set (right). The minimal set is 50% of the size of the full set. 
 

2 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5497018/ 

 
Figure 3: the difference between having a plan and doing it live: (left) without a plan, surgeons wait for the                    
right tool to be picked by the scrub nurse - a decision that is made only once the patient is open, and (right)                       
the patient specific tools allow the surgeon and scrub nurse to focus on the operation, having made all                  
instrument decisions up front.  
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ACCURATE PATIENT-SPECIFIC GUIDES 
 
Patient-specific instruments (PSI) combine the patient’s unique anatomy with the surgeon’s           
pre-operative plan.  
 
The guides deliver accurate surgery by guiding saw cuts and drill holes. The material must be                
firm enough for surgical tools, flexible enough to allow for features such as push-fit              
connections, 100% biocompatible, and the manufacturing process needed to allow for a                       
uniquely complex design for every case.  
 
In house testing showed that 3D printed nylon (SLS) satisfied all these requirements. Indeed,                           
our bench testing revealed that our PSI allowed inexperienced surgeons to achieve saw cuts                           
of equivalent accuracy to expert surgeons . In a subsequent clinical trial, we demonstrated                        3

that our designs could deliver robotic-level accuracy at a fraction of the cost. 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Some of the key features of a patient-specific guide 

3 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00402-018-3031-9 

 
Figure 6: Accuracy delivered by PSI: trainees do better than experts when assisted with PSI; however,                
there is no marked improvement when experts use PSI over conventional tools. This lead us to the                 
conclusion that our target market is trainee surgeons.  
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A SEAMLESS ORDERING PROCESS WITHIN A 3D PLANNING TOOL 
 
To design a patient-matched set, we needed to involve the surgeon in the design process               
itself. To facilitate this, we built a 3D planning tool with a simple interface. This not only put                  
the ordering of kits in the surgeon’s hands, but would improve their understanding of surgical               
requirements, and allow them to make critical decisions in a relatively calm setting of their               
choosing.  
 
Surgeons are busy people – they need to fit planning around other tasks; and we needed to                 
not add to their task load. We needed to deliver a planning system that our users could                 
launch in the web, from anywhere, on any platform, including on mobile. We chose the online                
javascript based WebGL library, Three.js. The result is that surgeons can fit their planning              
tasks between operations, or whenever was convenient for them. 
 
However, this also introduced a major risk. Web-based 3D libraries are not ideal for rendering               
such complex shapes as 3D bone models. We therefore had to focus on keeping the               
interface simple and the processing requirements as lightweight as possible. We decided to             
split the planning process into two steps:  
 

1. An “initial planning” process-intensive step, performed on a native app, by us 
2. A “plan approval” step, performed on the web-based interface by the surgeon 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

1500+ 
The number of cases through our planing system  
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COST REDUCTION – RAPID MANUFACTURE AND DESIGN AUTOMATION 
 
25% of surgeons are reluctant to adopt PSI systems because of their perceived increased              
costs. Designing a set of PSI manually takes a skilled CAD technician 2–3 hours (£240). To                
make it financially viable we had to automate high-cost bottlenecks in the system.  
 
We used an algorithmic 3D modelling tool, Grasshopper. We passed our algorithm the             
surgeon-approved plan – the positions of bones and implants in 3D space – as an input to                 
generate a guide designed for a specific patient in 30 seconds.  
 
We were thus able to remove the most significant cost in the process, and offer a solution                 
affordable by the NHS. 
 
 

Figure 8: 3D model algorithm editor takes the surgeon’s plan as input and outputs a               
patient-specific CAD model of the guide design 
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Figure 9: 3D virtual guide design inspection check written in MatLab, performed after guide design 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Examples of manual inspections (google forms). Keeping all of our controls digital has meant                       
we are able to identify and monitor bottlenecks along the entire process, and prioritize improvements,                             
allowing us to provide a better and more affordable service. 
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RESULTS  
 
We developed and delivered a rapidly manufactured, just-in-time delivered set of single-use,            
patient-matched instruments. We integrated the hospital teams and the surgeon, whom we            
enabled to order our products at the push of a button. Our patient-specific instruments are               
purchased at 25% of the cost of conventional tools and spend only 2–3 days in the hospital                 
system, reducing risk, management effort and stress for theatre teams, freeing up time and              
money for patient care. While this was a highly successful project, we were operating with a                
small proportion of first-mover surgeons. Adoption remains a challenge for the rest of the              
market. 
 
For the full benefits to take effect, system-wide adoption is required. Only then can nurses be                
freed of equipment-management tasks, and costs driven down through efficiencies on the            
hospital side.  
 
Some of the resistance to entry is based on negative attitudes (fig. 11). Our plan now is to                  
challenge these perceptions through further studies on cost effectiveness and accuracy vs            
conventional tools, and incremental improvements to each part of our system. 
 
As the Project Manager responsible for the delivery of this system, I enjoyed interacting with               
all the stakeholders, from radiographers to nurses to surgeons. I loved solving the technical              
challenges, especially at the user-interface level of the 3D planning software, where I could              
exercise my passion for design. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Barriers to entry: negative surgeon attitudes towards PSI in general (recorded at a surgeon                               
conference). This survey helped us to define our goals going forward. 
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